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Afus6s'ææf*

Speech compression for the purposes of storage and transmission has long been important,
especially in the telecommunications industry. Coding techniques range from the compu-
tationally simple (p-law, ADPCM) to the computationally complex (CELP). Most sophis-
ticated techniques use linear prediction to obtain a model of the speaker's vocal tract for
each of a series of 20 ms (or so) speech segments.

For the method of Iinear predictive coding (LPC), it is assumed that either a periodic
impulse rain or white noise is sufficient to model the glottal excitation. This method
requires a DSP chip rating of about 1.7 MIPS to provide reasonable speech quality (some-
what mechanical sounding) at 2400 bps.

Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) is similar to LPC, but it accounrs for nonideal
excitation. For each code in a codebook, the CELP compressor applies the vocal tract fil-
ter, subtracts the result from the real speech to obtain an error signal, perceptually weights
the error signal, and then calculates the norm of the weighted error. The code with the
minimum weighted error is considered optimal and its index and gain are transmitted over
the channel. This method requires a DSP chip rating of about 25 MIPS to provide excel-
lent speech quality at 4800 bps. Although high-MIPS DSPs are available for CELP imple-
mentations, their power requirements would heavily burden the small battery that would
be available in a cellular phone or a portable temrinal. A lower-power system is bener
suited to the portable communication link.

Presented in this thesis is an original compression scheme for which the error feedback
loop is closed ea¡lier than for CELP. Instead of detennining the best approximation to the
speech segment, the best approximation to the vocal tract excitation is found. As well, in
order to ¡educe the codebook search time, error not accounted for by a simple long-term
codebook is coded using the discrete wavelet transforrn (D!VT). This method is calted
Code and Wavelet Excited Linear Prediction (CWELP). It was morivated by intenrions to
improve the speech quality of the LPC vocoder while using less computation than the
CELP vocoder. The CWELP vocoderrequires 3.6 MIPS and provides speech quality
slightly superior to LPC at a bit rare of 4600 bps.

Individual letter recognition tests were performed using the ISOLET database. Whereas
the recognition accuracy for LPC and CELP wasT3%o andSíVo,the accuracy for CWELp
wasT6Vo.Informal subjective sentence tests show that ttre CWElP-compressed speech
sounds slightly better than the LPC-compressed speech. Tests show that because it models
more complicated forms of excitation, CWELP can compress non-human sounds better
than LPC can. CWELP appears to be in its expected perfonnance regime: a compromise
between LPC and CELP.
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In the past, public communications have been coded using simFle schemes such as A-law
and p-law. These schemes require very little computation and can be implemented cheaply
in hardware. More sophisticated compression methods have been used by the U.S. govern-
ment, notably linear predictive techniques used by their LPC-1Oe vocoder (2400 bps).
'When 

classical linear prediction (Appendix C) is applied to a speech segmenq it tums out
that the predictor models the vocal tract transfer function and the prediction error is the
excitation for the vocal tract. The linea¡ predictive coding (LPC) technique presnmes a
simple form for this excitation: white noise or a periodic impulse train. This method is
consequently not very robust when presented with noisy input, multiple speakers, and
non-voiced sounds.

Opening up of the telecommunications market and new high-speed DSP processors have
stimulated interest in sophisticated compression schemes for use in the public network. A
most impressive compression competitor is CELP which uses an exhaustive codebook
sea¡ch in an attempt to find a good approximation to the vocal tract excitation. The vocal
tract model pammeters and the codebook data are used to reconstruct the speech, segment
by segment. A typical CELP system requires a 25 MIP DSP chip. This method is compu-
tational intensive because for each code the speech segment must be synthesized and per-
ceptually weighted to determine its error measure.

Although high-MIPS DSPs are available, they are relatively expensive and have high
power consumption rates. A compromise between the extremes of low speech quality,
computationally simple LPC and high speech quality, computationally complex CELp
seems in order. A wide variety of coding schennes have been developed and it would be

Chapter 1: lntroduction



futile to attempt to list them here. They range from vector quantization of blocks of LPC
data frames to binary pulse CELP and so on.

The compromise presenæd in this thesis is Code and \ilavelet Excired Linear Prediction
(CWELP). Instead of deterrnining the code which produces the "optimal" speech segment,

CWELP determines the code that best matches the real vocal tract excitation. Although
this leads to lower speech qualit¡ the CWELP vocoder does not need to synthesize the

speech for each code in the codebook. This shortcut reduces the computational complexity

of the system significantly. The remaining excitation error is coded by fansmining the
locations and magnitudes of the two largest coefficients of the excitation error's discrete
wavelet transfomr.

Chapter 1: Introduction
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In order to design optimal speech compression algorithms, we must understand the pro-
cesses of vocalization and audition. This chapter examines the physiology of vocalization;
the field of audition is not considered in ttris thesis although it does play an important part
in many new speech compression schemes.In the general case where all signals band-lim-
ited by a particular frequency fg are to be coded, a sampling frequency of/5 = 2/o (Nyquist

rate) is necessary and the sampled signal will use the channel to its fullest (no compression

will be possible). However, by studying the physiology of speech and audition, it is possi-

ble to achieve fu¡ther compression due to the physiological constraints of the animal.

2"X, Structu¡re of úhe Vocal Systeml

Figure 1 shows the physiology of the human vocal system. The lungs force air up the tra-
chea, through the glottis and the vocal tract, and out through the lips or the nose. The glot-
tis is the source of excitation for the vocal tract. Two types of excitation are possible
gtving rise to voiced and unvoiced speech. For voiced sounds, the glottis vibrates accord-
ing to the tension in the vocal chords, producing a periodic signal (Figure 2a). For
unvoiced sounds, the glottis is held open and the air navels along the vocal tract until it
encounters a constriction (at the back of the mouth, for /sV as in "show" illustrated in Fig-
ure2c). At this constriction broadband noise is generated which excites the vocal ract.

Chapter 2: Physiology of Vocalization



nasal cavity
nostril

tongue velum

pharyrx

epiglottis

esophagus
glottis
vocal cords

trachea

F.IGUR,E l. Structu¡e of the human vocal sysrem

By varying the shape of the vocal tract, the excitation is transfonned to produce the final
sound. Nasal sounds are obtained by opening the velum and closing the mouth tract (for
example with the tongue, as in /n/). Finally, the sound is radiated ar the lips or at the nose
for nasal sounds.

2"2 Fhoraennes

A set of phonemes forms the atomic basis for a language. By concatenating phonemes,
any utterance from the language can be constructed. Different languages often have
extremely different phonetic structure. A table of the English phonemes is illustrated in
Appendix A. This set of phonemes can be broken down into vowels, diphthongs, semi-
vowels, and consonants.

Vowels are generated by fixing the shape of the vocal tract and exciting it with a periodic
glottal signal. Examples are /@/(haÐ and /V (beet). The periodicity of the resulting sounds
is evident in Figures 2a and 2b respectively. Notice that the vowels shown have approxi-
mately the same pitch period. They sound different because each is spoken with a different
vocal tract shape.

lip

Chapter 2: Physiology of Vocalization



Amplitude

128 ms

F''IG{JR.E 2. waveforms for 128 ms segments from the words "hat", "beer", and "show".

Diphthongs account for the smooth transition from one vowel sound to another. For exam-
ple, /au/ as in "how" is generated by the transition from /a/ (hat) to Nl(food).

Semivowels consist of the phonemes /w/, N, /r/, and /y/. These phonemes are difficult to
classify because they are highly modified by the accompanying phoneme(s). However,
they do have a vowel-like sound and thus the classification.

Consonants can be broken down into nasals, stops, fricatives, whispers and affricates.
Nasals are voiced sounds produced by radiating from the nose instead of the mouth. Stops
are shock waves generated with the lips, tongue or near the velurn They may be either
voiced (lb/) or unvoiced (ipl). Whereas stops consist of short-time bursts of white noise,
fricatives are excited by time-invariant white noise; for exampl e /sh/(show) as in Figure
2c. Voiced fricatives are excited by white noise generated at a constriction as well as a

Chapter 2: Physiology of Vocalization



periodic glottal signal (for example, lvl and /zD. V/hispers are excited by white noise pro-
duced at the glottis. The nafure of the whisper is usually detenrrined by the following pho-
neme which detennines the shape of the vocal tract. Affricates are created by following a

stop with a f¡icative. An example is /j/which is produced by followin g /d/ with /zh/.

By urying out all the phonemes and reflecting on the type of excitation, status of the
velum, and shape of the vocal tract, one can gain very useful insight into the production of
speech.

2"3 Ama[ysts of the Vocaå Systemr

23.n Voiced vs {Jr¡voiced Speech

In the case of voiced speech the glonis stimulates the vocal tract with a periodic signal
whose period is called the pitch period. Tþnsion in the vocal chords causes the glottal
opening to close more tightly. The result is that when air is forced through the opening, the
glottis vibrates with a higher pitch.

A voiced sound has several peaks, or "formants", in its frequency response. Formant fre-
quencies are determined by the resonances of the vocal tract. Figure 3 illustrates the Fast
Fourier Transform (FF'f) of the phoneme /&/.The forrnant frequencies a,re220Hz,690
Hz, 1.8 kÍI2,2.6 kIIz, and 3.6kLIz. Notice that signat levels above  k}lzare more than 40
dB lower than the peak level (level of the first forrnant). This is rhe case generally with
voiced sounds; unvoiced sounds, however, have appreciable signal content above 4kf1z.

o & 128 1V2 2€É 3n 384 A48 512

Frequency lndex (512 somples / 4 kHz)

FIGIJR.E 3. rrr of the phoneme /aÞ/ GaÐ. The pea]s in rhe FFT correspond ro rhe resonances of rhe
vocal tract and the frequencies a¡e called "formants".
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For unvoiced speech, the glottis forces air through a constriction at some point in the vocal
tract which results in broadband noise excitation. In this case, air forced up the nachea
passes through the glotris but the glottis does not vibrate.

2"3.2Voeal Thact

The vocal tract is shown in Figure 1. For a typical human male the vocal tract is 17 cm
long. Most sounds are made by closing the velum preventing the nasal cavity from parric-
ipating in the dynamics of the system. In this case, air enters at the glottis and exits at the
lips. The vocal tract can be represented by an area function which gives the variation in
area along the tract. An example is shown in Figure 4. In the case of nasals, sound cannot
radiate from the mouth because it is blocked (i.e.: by the lips for the nasal /m/). However,
the velum is open and sound does travel up the nasal cavity and is rad.iated at the nose. So
the vocal tract works in two modes: nasal or non-nasal.

mouth
(or nose)

FIGUR.Ð 4. A typical vocal tract a¡ea function (smooth curve) and a concatenated-tube approximation.

The sound dynamics of the vocal tract can be modelled by two equations:

_ðp
ðx

à (u/A\=P#
dt

ðu

2pc

ð (pA)
àt

àA+-
òt

(1)

(2)
ãx

where p(x,t) is the variation in sound pressure with position x and time r, u(x,t) isthe vari-
ation in volume velocity, p is the density of air in the tube, c is the speed of sound, and
A(x,t) is the area function of the tube. Equation I expresses that a change in pressure

across a distance will result in acceleration of the air molecules. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.

7Chapter 2: Physiology of Vocalization
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FÏG{jRE 5. Forces due to presswe act on a disk of air inside the vocar tract.

The force acting on the disk of air is

dF = F x- F r+ dr- Apx- Apx+ dx= -Adp

The mass of the disk of air is dm = pAdx and the acceleration can be written in terms of
the volume velocity ns d = à (u/A) /)¡.The bold quantities a¡e vectors where a positive
value indicates the direction towards the right in Figure 5. From Newton's law,
dF = dma we get

-Adp - (pAdx) (ð(u/A)/ðt)

which simplifies to Equation 1.

Equation 2 expresses the conservation of matter. The left hand side expresses the change
in volume velocity with space. The second tenn on the right hand side is the change in
area with respect to time. If the area is increasing with t'me, the volume velocity will
decrease with space since some of that volume velocity is required to fill the opening
space. The flust tenn on the right hand side of Equation 2 is due to the compressibility of
air and this term gives rise to the wave-like nature of the system.

Losses in the tube consist of viscous friction between the air and the walls of the tract, heat
conduction through the walls of the tract, and vibration of the tract walis. These losses will
result in frequency warping and attenuation of the frequency response of the tract

Except for the most simple configurations, Equations 1 and2 do not have closed form
solutions. However, if we consider a general area function to be simplified to a series of
uniform lossless tubes as shown in Figure 4, then for each tube the area function is con-
stant for space and time and Equations 1 and 2 simplify to the following equation:

I
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This is the wave equation and is easily solved given boundary conditions at each end of a
tube. The boundary condition for the tube closest to the glottis is the glonal volume veloc-
ity excitation. The boundary condition for the tube at the other end of the vocal tract is the
open air lip termination (discussed below). Adjacent tube ends must have equal volume
velocity and pressure.

For voiced sounds, the glottal volume velocity is a periodic excitation signal. For
unvoiced sounds, white noise excites the vocal tract, and the glonis can be considered to

be the source of this noise to simplify the model.

An electrical analogy can be made if pressure is considered to be voltage and volume
velociry is considered to be current. We can define an impedance to be pressure divided by
volume velocity. In this case, the vocal tract can be modelled by a series of concatenated

lines of characteristic impedance. The æmrination at the end of the line represents the lip
termination and the glottal excitation is a current source. Rabiner and Schafer [1] have

shown that a good approximation to the lip radiation impedance is the impedance charac-

teristic of a plane baffle which is given by

ito,Lur

I + iaL /R r

where Rr = I28/9n2 and Lr = 8a/3nc. a ís a free pammetef used to best fit the model (see

[U for a more detailed explanation).

This model of the vocal tract is a linear model and can be approximated by a frequency
response given by

u tirQ)
U 

elorr¡r(')
1- Yon-o

k= |

where P is the number of poles. This all-pole frequency response sufficiently models the
vocal tract when it has no energy sinls. However, for nasal sounds, zeros are introduced
because energy can be trapped in the mouth cavity. Figure 6 shows the electrical analogy
of the system for a nasal sound. The lips are closed resulting in zero volume velocity (cur-

rent) which is analogous to an open circuit. Sound radiates from the nostrils which can be
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represented by an impedance similar to the lip imPedance. In this case, the mouth cavity
can trap energy leading to zeros in the frequency response of the vocal tract. This can be a
problem when modelling the væal tract since standard linear prediction techniques do not
account for zeros in the system transfer function.

FXGUR'E 6. Electrical analogy of the vocal tract for a nasal sound. Ç is the free-air interface imped¡nce at
ú¡e nose. Note that the line impedances vary with space.

As energy travels along the series of concatenated ideal tubes, it will be reflected at each
boundary. Each reflection will delay the signal by 2r, where r is the time required for the
sound to travel across one tube. Thus, the impulse response of the system will be of the
form

h(t) - þ ooõ(r -Zkr-Pr)
&=0

where the output impulses occur every two time delays because of backward and then for-
ward reflections. P is the number of tubes in the model (equivalent to the number of poles
in the model), and the delay Pt in the ouqput is the time required for the sound to travel
from the glottis to the mouth or nose opening.

The Fourier transform of this impulse response is periodic in frequency with penod l/2r,
Thus, to prevent aliasing, the input to the model should be band-limited by 1/4t; the sam-
pling frequency should be/, = U2r. The tube dela¡ r, depends on the length of the vocal
tract, /; the number of unifomt tubes used to model the tract, P; and the speed of sound, c:
r = l/cP. These relations lead to the following equation:

(6)

p - L = !21 =cT 2rc
r,

(7)
lkHz

Values I = 17 cm and c = 340 rn/s were used to obtain Equation 7. For a sampling fre-
quency of 8kHz, the number of coefficients in the model should be at least 8. Fewer coei-
ficients will cause aliasing in the vocal tract model.

Chapter 2: Physiology of Vocalization 10
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3"t What Ðoes Frequency-Tirne Mea¡r?

As the vocal tract changes shape and the glottal excitation changes form, the frequency
response of the vocal tract and the frequency content of the glottal excitation change. Fou-
rier analysis proper does not explicitly account for the time-varying frequency content of a
signal. This is not inherently problematic; howeve¡ when perceiving sounds, the human
does break the signal down into time-varying frequency components via the cochlea.

In the time representation, a one-dimensional series of data expresses how the signal var-
ies with time. In the frequency representation, we take the Fourier transfonn of the signal
to get an expression of the signal as it varies in frequency. The frequency-time representa-
tion explicitly shows how the frequency components vary in frequency and time. Exam-
ples of the frequency-time representation are the short-time Fou¡ier transform (STFT) and
the wavelet transform.

All transforms discussed in this chapter are linea¡ transforms. A useful paradigm for linear
transfomts is the Hilbert Space, H. A signal can be represented by a point in H. In the time
domain, each dimension of H is an impulse at a particular time. In the frequency domain,
each dimension is an impulse at a parricular frequency. In the frequency-time domain,
each dimension is a basis function which is in some way localized in both frequency anci

Chapter 3: Frequency- Time Representatlon of Sounds 11



time. This allows the frequency-time representation to show how the signal varies in fre-
quency and time.

3.2 s¡¡ütabülåty of Fnequemcy-Tåaaae .Amaflysis to the F{¿¡xmam speech
Chanmel

Physiological and neurological attributes of the cochlea and early auditory processing sys-

tem of the brain indicate that sounds are broken down into frequency comFonents chang-
iog io rime by the cochlea and are processed in this way by the brain t3l. In essence, the
cochlea performs a frequency-time transform of the auditory signal. So by considering a

frequency-time representation of incoming sounds, we can understand how the cochlea
and brain will transfomr them. For examFle, certain frequency channels in the cochlea
may have a slower response time than other channels. Therefore the infomration rate in
the slower channel is lower than the information rate in the faster channel. Such knowl-
edge can be useful when choosing a coding scheme.

Sound vocalization can be modelled by either a periodic source or a white noise source

being Eansformed by a time-varying linear filter which represents the vocal tract. A time-
varying linear filter is most explicitly represented in the frequency-time domain. Again,
certain frequency components of the time-varying transforrn may behave d.ifferently than
other components and the frequency-time representation of the transform allows us to
make use of this information.

Because of its physiological and neurological relevance, the frequency-time representa-

tion is very important in the area of non-linear transforms. An appropriate domain must be
chosen before a non-linear method (i.e.: vector quantization) can be applied. For example,
the compression technique of silence or zero detection would result in no compression of a
pure sinusoid if applied in the time domain. However, if the zero detection transform were
applied in the frequency domain, where the sinusoid is represented as a single non-zero
element, excellent compression would result. The success of the frequency-time domain
as a starting point for non-linear methods can be measured by experiment only. But the
relevance of this domain to the.vocalization and audition processes indicates that it may be
a beneficial paradigm for speech compression.

3.3 Sound Spectnograph

One of the flust devices developed to provide a frequency-time representation of a signal
was the sound spectrogaph. This device uses a bank of fîlters to show time-varying spec-
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tral characteristics. The two-dimensional map produced by the device is called a spectro-
gram. The verrical dimension corresponds to frequency and the horizontal dimension to
t'me. The energy of the signal at a particular frequency and time is represented by the
darkness of the map at that point. Fricatives contain broadband energy, whereas voiced
phonemes contain bands i¡ the spectrogram. Those bands correspond to the fonnants in
the phoneme. It is possible to learn to read a specû'ogram and determine the utterance from
the spectrogram inforrnation alone. Note that the spectrogram is an electro-mechanical
tool used for studying the time-varying frequency cha¡acteristics of sounds. The machine
does not readily provide digital data. Also, the elements of the map do not correspond to
the dimsn5ions of a Hilbert space because they are not orthogonal. Since the spectrograph
does not provide numerical values for the time frequency coefficients, we will not study
how the spectrogram corresponds to a Hilbert Space. In later sections we will study how
other transforms such as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STF[) correspond to Hilbert
Spaces.

FTGURE 7. sound spectrograph specfiogram of rhe umerances /uH-F-A,/, ÂJH-s-e7, and ÂJH-SH-A/
from Rabiner and Schafer [1].

Figure 7 shows the sound spectrogram for three ufterances. Notice that the fricatives, such
as /s/, have energy spread across the spectrum, whereas voiced sounds, such as /¡IFV have
energy in frequency bands.

3.4 Shont-T'irne Fourüer Tkansform (ST'FT)

The method of short-time Fourier analysis provides a frequency-time representation of the
signal by repetitively windowing the signal, taking the Fou¡ier transform of the windowed
signal, and shifting the window. The width oithe window provides theloca\zation in time
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for the Fourier analysis. The block diagram shown in Figure B indicates how the STFT is
obtained. The resemblance of the transform to the Fou¡ier transforrn with the addition of a
window is obvious.

x(n) Xn(eJt)

F{G{JRE 8. Block diagram-of the STFT operation. Each signal sample is multiptied by a frequency-
domain basis function as with the Fourier seriès. Then, a filter -with 

a window-typeìmpulsê respo'nse ií used

lo sgp a portion of the weighted sample sequence. Ia this way, the frequency iontenr-of the signal in the
locality of each sample is calculated.

The system equation is

Hn(d\ - X w(n-k)x(k)e-i@k

k=-*
The window w(n) selects the porrion of the signal to be transformed.

F''IGIIRE 9. Computer-generated STFT sound spectrogram from Oppenheim t6]. It closely resembles the
spectrograph output.

Figure 9 shows an example of the STFT in spectrogram format. Equation 8 can be written
as a filter bank summation which indicates the resemblance between the STFT and the
sound spectrograph (where the f,rlter banks are implemented in hardware).
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3.4.1 STF'['Ðoes NOT F{ave am Onúhononnnal tsasis

When studying the frequency-time representation of a signal, it is important to know to
what extent the different frequency-time states are orthogonal. For s¡amFlor two adjacent
non-zero coefñcients may lead the observer to believe that ttre signal has more content
than it does since the basis might be non-orthogonal. In addition, the entropy of the repre-
sentation is low since information is duplicated by non-orthogonal states. Consequently,
coding of the frequency-time representation must include careful consideration of the non-

orthogonality.

The inner product between two bases indicates to what degree they duplicate information.
We can examine the orthogonalify of STFT staæs which differ in time but not in frequency
by calculating the following inner product:

&^w,) = *l[å_,, - m)x@)d"J 
[ ={_,,, 

- k)x(k)e-i'-Jr,

lT f ; w(n - m)w(t - k)x(m)x(k)¿-tat*-'' lr'z"Jl L w(n-m)w(l-k)x(m)x( 
r

-t\-=,t=-- )

*:=å __,* 
- m)w(t - k)x(m)x(k, j 

i"-" 
(k- m) ù¡

( - l'"
I X w@ - m)w(t - k)x(m)x(tÒ lEr*
[.=*=-- )

. 
t__ [w(n - m)x(m)] lw(l - m)x(m)l

(e)

The inner product of two states with same frequency and with different time indices
depends on the window function and the signal itself. Consider the signal x(m) = 1.9,

(xnlx,l =
*i__**-m)w(t-m)
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This quantity will be zero only if the window function is uncorrelated with itself when
shifted by (n-l). In general, then, the srFT does not have orthogonal states.

The fact that the STFT has a non-orthogonal basis does not mean that the signal cannot be

recovered from the transform. In fact the conditions for recovery of the signal are reason-

ably weak: the window function at time 0 must be non-zero.

3.4.2 Phase Space X.ocalization of Basis States

The location of the short-trme Fourier transfomr basis states in phase-space (frequency-

time space), is shown in Figure 10.
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trtrtr
trtrtr
trtrtr

Time

Time

F''XGUR'E 10. Location of STFT basis stares (a) and waveler transform basis srdes (b) in phase space
(frequency-time space).

Notice that the lanice is regular, periodic in both time and frequency. This lattice illus-
trates a further drawback of the STFT: poor utilization of infomration. The zero frequency
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elements in the lattice are represented periodically in time even though they represent DC
components of the signal. Obviousl¡ the DC ssmponents of the signal do not vary with
['me, so these coefficients are wasted. High-frequency components have a short period
and therefore c¿ut have an envelope which varies quickly with time. Consequentt¡ a good
representation of high frequencies should have states which are closer together in time
than those at low frequencies. The STFT has a periodic lattice of states, not allowing for
more resolved representation at high frequencies.

Gabor, who originally developed the STFT, used a Gaussian window. It can be shown thar

the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian. The Fourier transforrr of a Gaussian

multiplied by the sinusoid of a particular frequency is a Gaussian shifted by that fre-
quency. This may be the one saving grace of the STFT for it means that the basis states are

well-locali zeÅ, n frequency and time.

3.5 Wavelet Tþansform

The wavelet transform, also called the "aff,rne" transform, overcomes the STFT's inability
to utilize information effrciently. In addition, a wavelet basis may be chosen such that it is
an orthogonal basis. Consequently, it is possible to constn¡ct a wavelet basis which forms
the basis for a Hilbert space in which almost any signal can be represented (the exceptions
are non-I-ebague-integrable functions which are indeed exceptional). The wavelet trans-
form consists of projecting the signal on to the basis. This frequency-time representation
of a signal is much simpler than the STFI since different coefficients correspond to
orthogonal bases. Each coefficient indicates signal content that is independent of other
coefficients.

3.5.1 Generation of the Basis f'rom the Mothen Wavetet

The nansforrn name "wavelet" or "affine" refers to the way in which the lattice of bases in
phase-space is assigned. "Affîne" refers to the transform t' = at + b, where ! for example,
is the time variable. Instead of modulating a Gaussian by sine waves at different frequen-
cies, the affine transform warps and shifts the time va¡iable of a basis state called the
"mother wavelet". In this way, the entire basis is formed. As a result, the mother wavelet is
"squeezed" or "stretched" and shifted in time to fomr the basis. The basis states are shifted
by a smaller amount of time if squeezing occurs; they are shifted by a larger amount of
time if stetching occurs. The assignment of basis states in phase space can be seen in Fig-
ure 10.
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High-frequency wavelets are shifted less in time. This allows for a more efficient repre-
sentation since high-frequency signals can have a more quickly changing envelope. This is
what allows the wavelet transfonn to represent signals more efficiently than the STFT.

3.5.2 ,4. Sirnple Exarnple: Éhe E{aar Waveleú

A type of wavelet which clearly illustrates how wavelets work is the Haar wavelet. The
mother wavelet from which all other wavelets are derived is called the Haa¡ function:

h(t) - (10)

The set of basis states are generated from the afñne transform as follows:

r 0, t <0

] ,,0</<0.5
l-r,0., <t<rL 0,r.,

h*, ,(r) - z*/2 h(z* t - n) = z*/2 h1z*lt - nz-*f¡

Increasing m leads to more squeezing; decreasing m leads to more stretching. The second
form in Equation 11 indicates ttrat highìy squeezed wavelets are closer together in time.
Figure 11 illustrates the mother wavelet in addition to other wavelets generated from the
affine transform.

(r1)

FIGIJR.E Xl. rne wavelet basis is fg*99 by- shifting and then srerching or squeezing rhe morher
wavelet' The scale for shifting is deter¡nined by the srerching or squeezing, io tirai nigrr-f;.qu"*y wavelets
are shifted more finely. The values for m,n a¡e shown besidJeach'wavelet.
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Consideration of how the wavelets are generated indicates that the basis is orthogonal. The
affine transforrn squeezes/stretches a wavelet by a factor of two and shifts it by the width
of the generated wavelet. The inner product of these two wavelets will consist of the inner
product of an odd function with the even portion of another function which is zero. Vy'ave-

lets that have not been stretched or squeezed with respect to each other will be shifted in
time by an amount such that the wavelets do not overlap and, of course, the inner products
will be zero. Therefore, this wavelet basis is orthogonal.

By mixing various wavelets together, it is possible to obtain a time-domain impulse func-
tion located at any particulff instant. An infinite number of wavelets will be needed, but
the sum will have vanishingly small coeffîcients. Although a rigorous proof is not pre-
sented here, one can become convinced that this is possible simply by trying out combina-
tions. It follows ttrat if any impulse function can be expressed as a weighted sum of
wavelets, the wavelets form a basis for L2 (S) . Since the Euclidean nonn of each wavelet
is unity, the Haar wavelets presented form an orthonormal basis.

3.5.3 Ðaubechies Ðiscrete Wavelet Thansform (Ð\4f[)

Although the Haar wavelet transform has an orthonormal basis and has good time local-
ization of the basis states, it does not have good frequency localization of the basis states.

As seen in Figure 13a, the FFTs of the various basis states overlap significantly.
Daubechies [5] has developed a variety of wavelet transforms. Already very popular are
her discrete wavelet transforms (DWTÐ [7], which ile generated from a set of wavelet fil-
ter coefficients. The specific way in which the wavelet transform matrix, D, is constructed
from the wavelet filter is presented in Appendix B. The final result is

DWT(s) = [Þs $2)

The sample vector, s, is linearly transformed by the transform matrix. Because the pyrami-
dal algorithm can be used when applying the transform, the calculation is orderl/, where
N is the number of samples. Q.{ote: Iy' must be an integer power of 2.)

It is easiest to understand the DWT by considering each row of the transform matrix to be
a basis state vector. The sum of npo such basis states are shown in Figure 12 for the case of
Daubechies' 2O-coeffrcient DWT. They obviously have different time and frequency indi-
ces. This wavelet basis is orthonormal, has good time localization, and has good frequency
localization.
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FIG{JRÐ X2. timedomain basis súates for the DWT generated from Daubechies' 2Gcoefficienr wavelet
filter.

The frequency localization of the Haar wavelet basis states and the so-called DAUB2Q
wavelet basis states are shown for comparison in Figure 13.

FFT

a)

FFT

b)

&
Frequency lndex

FXGIJR.E X.3. me FFT of the llaar basis sræes (a) indicales a gtearü amount. of overlap in the frequency
domain than for the DAUB2O basis states (b).
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A plot simila¡ to a spect'ogram can be used to show the DWT of a signal (Figure 14).
Instead of having uniform resolution, however, the DWT has varying resolution: fine at
high frequencies; rough at low frequencies.

Wavelet Transform of a.wav

t = 0,000 s t = 0.128 s

F''IG{.JRE n'4. r]ne DWT of /cþ/ (hat). Notice the finer remporal resolurion at higher frequencies.

According to the uncertainty principle, decreasing the localization width of one variable
causes an increase in the localization width of its conjugate variable: ÂfÂO > I / 2.1\e
superior temporal localization of the Haar wavelet leads to inferior frequency localization.
A Daubechies DWT which has bases which are more highty localized in rime than the
DAUB2O wavelets are the DAUB4 wavelets, shown in Figure 15.
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FÏGUR.E tr 5. rime¡omain basis states for the DWT generared from Daubechies' 4-coefficienr wavelet
filter.
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In Section 2.3.I we saw that for voiced sounds, frequencies above 4kblzare more than 40
db attenuated from the peak arnplitude. However, for unvoiced sounds such as /s/, there is
appreciable signal content above 4kÍlz.However, practical implementations of telephone
systems have proven that 4kÉlz of bandwidth is sufficient for good quality speech trans-
mission [8]. This mealls that a rate of 8000 samples / second (Nyquist rate) is suitable for
sampling the speech signal for telephone quality sound.

The technique of sampling a signal, coding (quantizing) the pulses, and reconstructing the
signal from the pulse codes is calledPCM (Pulse Code Modulation). "Code" means that a
code is sent down the line to reconstruct the pulse level at the sampling rate.

4.ß, Optimal PCM

Shannon's information rate provides a good measure of compression. If 1 of i/ symbols is
sent over the channel at a time, Shannon's inforrnation rate or entropy measure is:

H = -K(tospi> - -KYorroto, 1rs)

j= 1

whete p¡ is the probability of symbol i occurring. If K is chosen as follows, the entropy
measure can be used to compare the inionnation utilization of cüfferent sets of symbols:
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¡/

logl/ Y o,roso,

i=I
An entropy of 1 indicates good utiliz¿¡ie¡ of the symbol set. An entropy of 0 indicates
extremely poor utilization. For the case of PCM, the set of symbols is the set of quantiza-
tion levels. For 8-bit PCM, there are 256 symbols or quantization levels. Figure 16 shows
the code utilization for 8-bit uniform PCM applied to a variety of both male and female
human speech. Uniform quantization does not give uniform usage of the PCM codes. In
fact, the entropy of the code book is quite low: 0.59. Paez and Glisson [9] have shown that
a good approximation to the speech amplitude distribution is a gamma distribution. If the
quanúzation levels are assigned according to this distribution, then code usage will be uni-
form, giving an entropy near 1.0. Such an assignment of quantization levels would result
in a clustering of levels near 0 (fewer levels at high amplitude).

0.59

0,2

p(¡)0.15

128

Çode lndex

FIGUR'E X-6. Cooe utilization for 8-bit unifomr PCM. This cu¡ve shows the probability d.istribution for
the uniformly assigned codes.

Another consideration when assigning quantization levels is the quantization error. Indeed
the optimal assignment of levels so as to maintain a constant percentage quantization error
is a logarithmic distribution [1]. The principles of high enrropy codebook utilization and
uniform quantization error are important in all areas of coding, including vector quantiza-
tion. I-ater, Shannon's entropy measure wilt be used to measure coding performance.
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Using the above ideas, a coding scheme called p-law has been developed t101. In this case

the following equation is applied before uniform PCM.

v(k\ - xmax log(1+¡r)
sen [x(È)]

This coding scheme provides telephone quality speech at a sarnpling rate of 8000 bytes
per second or 64000 bits per second [1].

4"2 Wavelet Represemtatiom

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we saw that the dynamics of speech are of a frequency-time
nature. Therefore, it makes sense to look for coding schemes in the frequency-time
domain. Techniques such as the short-time Fourier transform have been used to compress
speech [11]. However, the wavelet transfonn's ability to zoom in on short-time features
has generated interest in compressing speech using DWTs [12].

Figure 15 illustrates the DWT of the vowel in "har". The temporal periodiciry in the DWT
indicates the pirch period of the voiced sound. The time-domain signal remains near zero
most of the time so that the DWT is sparse. A sparse representation of a signat is ripe for
compression.

4"3 Wavelet T!'ansformr Counpnessed

[n implemented zero-detection coder breaks the speech signal into 16 ms segments. For
each segment, it calculates the DWT, quantizes the transform coefficients to a number of
levels (either I or 16) and transmits the location and quantization level of only the non-
zero components. This scheme generates only slightly distorted speech at an average rate
of 12800 bits per second (1600 bytes per second).

Since the vocal tract changes fairty slowly with time, the frequency response of a vocal
tract is approxirnately constant during the pirch period. From one pitch period to the next,
the glottal excitation is usually similar (except when switching from one phoneme to
another). A technique called Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) makes use of this (see the
following section). However, during changes of the glottal excitation, short-time features
are present which may not be represented by the simple coding merhods used in LpC.
However, these features can be efficiently coded using the DWT (chapter 5).
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4"4 Låx¡ean FnedåcÉüve Codümg G,PA)

For the linear predictive coding of speech, we assume that the glottal excitation and vocal
tract have a simple model. The vocal tract can be modelled by an all-pole linear filter
@quation 5). If we assume that the glonal excitation is either a series of impulses (whose
period is the pitch period) or stationary white noise, then the particular shape of the actual
glottal excitation can be modelled by adding poles to the vocal tract frlter. Atal and
Hanauer [13] have found that the addition of four poles is sufficient. From Equation 7,the
total number of poles needed to model the "vocal tract" for LpC is

, - J-*o (16)t - rkHz' -

For 8000 sample /second input speech, 12 poles are needed.

This model does not include the zeros of the vocal tract transfer function (mainly caused
by the mouth during nasal sounds) nor the non-linear effects of the vocal system. V/e also
assume that the true glottal waveform can be sufficiently simplifred by the 4-pole glottal
filter. For each segment of speech, usually about 30 ms in duration, the filter coefficients
are calculated; it is determined whether the sound is voiced or unvoiced; if the sound is
voiced, the pitch period is calculated; and the gain of the system is found. Given these
parameters, eitherrandom white noise for unvoiced sounds or an impulse train with period
determined by the pitch period for voiced sounds is applied to the linear filter given by the
filter coefficients. This gives a perceptual approximation to the original speech segmenr.
Note that although the perceptual error may be low, the Euclidean error between the two
waveform vectors will be very high. Figure 17 illustates the synthesis block diagram.

Pitch
Period

Voicecl/
Unvoiced

Switch

I

I

II

Gain
Vocal Tract

Filter Parameters

F'IGUR.E f.7. Sloct diagram of rhe LpC synrhesizer.
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If u(m) is the synthetic excitation, then the synthetic speech samples s(m) are generated
(see Equation 5) by

s(m) - Gu(m)+ X uos(m-k)

k=7

It can be shown that if u(m) is a periodic impulse series or white noise, then the technique
of linear predictive analysis gives the correct coefficients a1, ..., crrtlltTl. The linear pre-
dictive analysis technique used for this thesis is Burg's merhod (see Appendix C).

The LPC technique was implemented underDOS on a 20MHz 386 PC. Filter paramerers

are coded using 4 bits each, the voiced/unvoiced switch is coded using 1 bit, the pitch
period is coded using 5 bits, and the gain is coded using 6 bits. The LPC parameters are
calculated every 25 ms grving a rotal bit rate of 2400 bits / second.

Figure 18 shows the FFT of the phoneme l&/ fromFigure 3 and the FFT of the LPC syn-
thesized phoneme. The spectra match reasonably well. Notice that the formant peaks are

preserved.

'tæ

dB 90

80

70

ó0

128 1V2 2& 320 384

Frequency lndex (512 somples / 4 kHz)

F.XGUR.E nE. Comparison between the FFT of an aøual phoneme, l@/ (har) and the FFT of irs LpC
synthesized counterpart. The formants are preserved

So LPC efficiently determines the vocal tract ransfer function. However, ¡ many cases,

LPC generates erroneous codes because the excitation signal does not follow its assumed
fomt or the fîlter does not follow its assumed form (such as for nasals). Also, stop con-
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stants, such as /p/,have short-time dynamics which are smeared out by the frame analysis
of LPC. Figure 19 shows the DWT of the original utterance /p/ and,of the LPC synthesized
sound.

Wavelet Transfo4lqf p.wav

t = 0.000 s t = 0.064 s

Wavelet Transforrn of plpc.wav

t= 0.0@s t = 0.064 s

FXG{JR'E l-9. owrs of the original utterance of /p/ (a)and the LpC synthesized unerance (b). The frame
loses the short-time features of the stop consonant.

4"5 Code ExciÉed Linean Fnedüctiom (CEf,p)

4.5.1T'rue Excitation: More T'han White Noise on Irnpulses

An LPC vocoder synthesizes speech by assuming the excitation is a series of impulses or a
white noise source. if the vocaüzation system were ideal, this would indeed be sufficient.
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Figure 20 illustrates the excitation obtained by applying the inverse linear predictor filter
to the voiced phoneme from which the predictor was obtained. The excitation is seen to be
more complex than a series of impulses.

128 ms

FXGUR'E 20. By applying the inverse vocal tract filter to the phoneme /@/,we see rhar rhe true excirarion
is more complex than a series of impulses.

4.5.2 Using a Code to Approximate the True Excitation

If instead of using an impulse train or a white noise sou¡ce we use a code selected from a
codebook to excite the linear predictive filter, we obtain Code Excited Linear hed.iction
(CELP). Various methods have been used to determine the optimal code. Different appli-
cation domains place different restrictions on the technique used. Some of the application
issues are low-dela¡ low bit rate, high noise tolerance, and, of course, cost [14].

4.5.3 Xmpontar¡t: Fne VS Fost Fitûen Error

If we consider the block diagram shown in Figure lT,thereare two obvious ways of
obtaining an error measure for true speech and given synthetic excitation:

l. The inverse vocal tract filter can be applied to the real speech, generating a true exci-
tation. The Euclidean (sum-of-squares) error between the únue excitatio¡r and the
synthetic excitation is then calculated.

2. The vocal Eact filter can be applied to the synthetic excitation, generating synthetic
speech. The Euclidean error between the true speech and the synthetíc speech is
then calculated. This method is called "analysis-by-synthesis".

2 makes the most sense as a percepfual error, since it is the final output that the listener
hears. Howeve¡, 1 makes sense from the point of view of conservative computation.

Amplitude
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4.5.4 Ana[ysis hy Symthesis CÐä,P

Traditionally, CELP coding is based on analysis-by-synthesis techniques. The following
describes a basic CELP vocoder [2] whose block diagrams are shown in Figures 2I and
22.

Code indices and gains

FIGURE Ztr. Stock diagram of the CELp Analyzer.

Vocal Tract
Filter Parameters

Synthesized
Speech

Long-term
Code
Gain

Long-term
Code
lndex

Out ! t-ong-term Codebook

s

FIGURE 22. Stockdiagram of a CELp synrhesizer.
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For analysis, a code is selected, the linea¡ predictive filter is applied, and the output is sub-
tracted from the real speech to give an error. This error is then fed through a perceptual
waiting filter and the code which minimizes this eror is chosen to be the best code. The
perceptual weighting filter enhances certain components of the signal so as to make ttre

error minimization procedure relevant to the perceptual domain. Figure 21 illustrates the
block diagram for the CELP analysis procedure. The CELP analyzø must synthesize the
speech segment for each code to be æsted.

Synthesis usually uses two (or more) codebooks in order to account for d,ifferent proper-
ties of the true excitation. Figure 22 shows the CELp synthesizer.

Usually the code used to excite the prediction fllter consists of two components. One is a
long-term predictive code which is generated by shifting previous excitation codes into a
buffer called the "long-term codebook". The long-term codebook may contain four or
more subframes of previous excitation. The current code from the long-term codebook is
selected by choosing a section of the codebook that minimizes the perceptually weighted
error. Added to the long-term code is another code from a stæhastic codebook. The long-
term codebook contains long-term periodicity of the voice waveform, whereas the sto-
chastic codebook allows for unpred.ictable excitation spikes as well as innovation when
new sounds begin. It is a fixed codebook which contains random numbers which satisfy a
p articular di s tribution.

The subframe size is 64 samples and since the long-term codebook stores four subframes,
the long-term codebook is 256 samples long. The stochastic codebook is 1024 samples
long. Linear prediction occurs at multiple subframe intervals. For example, four sub-
frames comprise a frame; the linear predictive coefficients are calculated for each frame
whereas the codebook indices and gains are calculated for each sub-frame. The linear pre-
dictive coefficients may be interpolated for each subframe.

For each subframe, an optimal adaptive codebook index and gain and a stochastic code-
book index and gain must be determined. Usually this is done using analysis by synthesis,
which means the excitation is applied to the filter and an error is generated which is then
perceprually weighted by another filter.

Although the analysis-by-synthesis CELP vocoderrequires a large amount of computation
[2], synt]resized speech quality is much better than for LpC.
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An additional advantage of the CELP vocoder is that it does not presume a particular type
of excitation. Consequently, it is more capable of handling non-vocalized sounds than the
LPC vocoder. This is useful for faithfully reproducing background noise.
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5.X lntnoducÉion

The advantage of the LPC vocoder is that it uses linear prediction which does not require
much computation. Its disadvantage is that the excitation is not complicated enough to
account for nonideal excitation. The advantage of the analysis-by-synthesis CELP
vocoder is that it can adaptively create more complicated excitation to improve synthe-
sized speech quality. Its disadvantage is the high computational requirement for the analy-

sis-by-synthesis techniques. It seems that a compromise might be a good solution to the
speech coding problem. One idea is to try to match an excitation code to the signal gener-

ated by applying the inverse predictive filter to the speech segment. This has the advan-
tage that the analysis by synthesis stage is skipped (i.e. the linear predictive filter and
perceptual weighting filter need not be applied) and this signifïcantly reduces the compu-
tational power required. At the same time, a more complicated excitation signal can be

generated leading to sound quality which is more robust than that from the LPC vocder.
The price to be paid for the model is higher computational complexity than the linear pre-

dictive vocoder and lower speech quality than the CELP vocoder (see Section 4.5.3).

5"2 CWEÏ,P Systerer

Figure 23 illusrates the synthesis block diagram for the vocoder described above. Both
short-temt and long-term signals are generated and summed together to give the synthe-
sized excitation signal. As with CELP syn'rhesis, this excitation signal is delayed and
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added to the long-term codebook. The linear predictive fîlter is applied to produce the syn-
thesized speech. However, as the analysis block diagram in Figure 24 shows, the error is
calculated earlier than in the CELP vocoder. Here, we try to obtain the optimal excitation
instead of the optimal speech signal ourpur.

VocalTract
Filter Parameters

Coded WT of Short
Term Excitation Synthesized

Excitation Synthesized
Speech

Code
Gain

Subframe
Delay

P.sgi
t

Ort i 
Long-term Codebook

I

FIGURE 23. eloct diagram of the CwELp synthesizer.

FIG{JRE 24. gloct< diagram of the CWELp anatyzer.
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Since the short-temr excitation is used to represent spontaneous spikes and innovate for
when new sounds begin, most of the time ttre short-term excitation is zero. T'he wavetreÉ

tnansfonrn is an excellenû way of representing high-frequency strort-ti¡¡¡e spiE<es

t5ll7l. Other short-term excitation compression schemes were not investigated; the wave-
let transform domain was chosen for its ability to zoom in on oscillatory features (see Sec-
tion 3.5).

The method used to determine the short-term excitation is to calculate the linearpredictive
coefñcients, apply the inverse linear prediction fllter to the speech segment to generate a

true excitation signal, select an optim¿] amplified code from the long-term codebook and
subtract it from the true excitation signal. This short-term excitation vector is transformed
by the wavelet nansform and is then compressed in the wavelet domain. The long-term
codebook index and gain and the compressed wavelet transform of the short-term residual
is transmitted through the channel to synthesize the speech. Since the excitation is gener-

ated from a series of codebook codes and wavelets, the compression technique is called
the Code and Wavelet Excited Linear Predictive vocoder or CIVELP vocoder.

The CWELP vocoder uses 8,0@ sample/second input Each frame consists of 256 sam-
ples and the linear prediction coefñcients are calculated once per frame. The order of the
linear predictor which minimized model error and bit rate was determined experimentally
to be 10. A long-term codebook code index and gain zurd the coded wavelet transforrr of
the short-term excitation a¡e transmitted once per sub-frame (there are four subframes per
frame).

5.2.x Qualitative Diffenence Between short-úenm and Long-tenm codes

During voiced speech segments on the order of 20 ms duration, a significant portion of the
vocal tract excitation energy is in the form of a periodic signal (at the voiced pitch). The
long-term codebook is a means of storing recent excitation with the hope that future exci-
tation will be similar. If the true excitation were as simple as a periodic series of impulses,
the long-term codebook would be sufficient to perfectly reproduce the excitation.

Innovative excitation features (not accounted for by recent excitation) must be accounted
for by a means other than the long-term codebook. Indeed, if these featu¡es were not
coded, the long-tenn codebook would have no way of inco¡porating recent excitation
approximations. These innovative excitation features are considered to be the "short-tenî"
excitation.
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5.3 l,omg-tenm Codeboo[<

The size of the long-term codebook is 256 samples. Each code consists of a 64-sample

segment of the codebook, so that each code overlaps by 63 samples with its adjacent
codes. I bits are sufficient therefore to give the position of the code in the long-term code-
book. Searching for the optimal code can be considered to be finding the optimal match

between a codebook vector and a 64-sample segment of the true excitation. If e is the exci-
tation vector and c(i) (where i ranges from 0 to 255) are the codebook vectors, the opnmal
codebook vector is found by maximizing the squared inner product of the excitation vec-
tor e with the normalized code vectors e(Ð /llc(Ð ll . Using the squared inner producr saves

computation required by the square root operation and allows for negative gain (when the

unsquared inner product is negative). ø, the code vector gain, is then found by dividing the

unsquared inner product by the squared norm of the code vector as shown below. Figure
25 illustrates the scenario used to derive Equation 18 and Equation 19.

L_opr {''*'6r'=<-rffi,'ol

={,,#*'f=##"ì 
(1s,

(elc(iro,))
fl* (elc(io,,))
topù GCñ"0ù"ç'o)

C[, = (1e)
k(ioo)lc(ior))

FIGURE 25. no¡eoing the excitarion onro rhe code.

Once the complete excitation is found (including the short-term excitation; see below) the
subframe of synthesized excitation is shifted into the long-term codebook buffer. The old-
est sub-frame in the buffer is lost. Consequentl¡ the long-term codebook consists of the
last four sub-frames of synthesized excitation. It is from this that future long-term codes

can be selected. Figure 26 shows the excitation for the phoneme /cþ/, along with the long-
term code excitation. Note that at fust, the long-t,:rm codebook does not contain the infor-
mation to account for the periodicity of the excitation. However, the short-term excitation
synthesizer provides the innovation, such that the long-term code excitation eventually
does mimic the periodicity of the rue excitation.
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The long-term codebook is restricted to a s:.;,e of 256 samples for rwo reasons. First,
extending the length of the codebook increases the codebook search time. Since the code-
book search requires the greatest porrion of CWELP analysis (Section 5.7), it is desirable
to keep the codebook as small as possible. Second,256 samples correspond to a period of
256 / (8000 Hz) = 32 ms. It is reasonable to ¿rssume that most ordinary speech will have
pitch periods below this limit. Since only one pitch period need be stored in order to selecr

the optimal short-ærm excitation segment for the next subframe, a codebook size of 256 is
sufficient.

128 ms

FXGIJR-E 26. true exciration (a) and long-terrr codebook exciration (b). with time, rhe codebook stores
useful informa¡ion about the excilation.

53.n Coding the Code I¡rdex and GaÍn

Figure 27 shows the probability distribution of the code index determined by applying the
CWELP analyzer to a signal consisting of concatenated utterances of leners from the
alphabet. The utterances were eï'.tracted from the ISOLET database (Appendix D) and
were spoken by both males and females.

a)

b)

Amplitude
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FIGURE 21" noaautlity distribution of the code index, i.

Evidently, the set of code indices are well utilized: the distribution has an entropy of
0.96s.

Figure 28 shows the probability distribution of the absolute code gain. A distriburion
model that fits the data is

p(x) - 6.67 x2 e-x' 
/0'45+ 

0.01, 0 <x < l0 (20)

1.4

1,2

I

0.8
Þ(x¡

0.ó

o.4

0.2

0

X

FIGURE28. no¡auilitydisributionsoftheabsolutecodegain(a)andthecodegaindisrributionmodel
(b), where x is rhe absolute code gain.
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The second term in the sum is necessary to account for gains greater than 2.0 which typi-
cally occur following a segment of silence (when the nea¡-zero codebook codes must sud-
denly account for a sizeable signal). The distribution of the actual gain (as opposed ro the
absolute gain) is mostly even, indicating that the distribution of the absolute gain is a good
approximation to the distributions for the negative and positive gains.

It was experimentally detennined that 5 bits of non-uniforrn quantization are adequate to
code the code gain without degradation in speech qualiry. One bit is used ro represenr the
sign of the gain, while the other 4 bits represent the quantization level index of the abso-
lute gain. The non-uniform quantization levels are assigned by dividing the code gain dis-
ribution model (Figure 28) into 16 sections of equal area. Consequently, the likelihoods of
occutrence of the quantization levels should be almost equal, glving an enfopy near unity.
Placing a quantization level at the centroid of each section ensures that the mean square
quantization error within each section is minimized.

Figure 29 shows the symbol utilization (24 symbols) for uniform quantization and non-
uniforrn quantization of the code gain for test data. Whereas the uniform quantization
scheme has a distribution entropy of 0.294, the non-uniform quantization scheme has a
distribution entropy of 0.974.

0.5

p(i) 0.4

0,3

0,2

0,1

0

Symbol lndex, i Symbol lndex, ¡ ]5

a) Uniform Quantization b) Non-uniform Quantization

FIGUR'E 29. SymUot utilization for the unifonn quantization scheme (a) and the non-uniform scheme (b).

Since the index is coded in 8 bits, and the gain is eoded in 5 bits, rhe long-term codebook
excitation requires 8+5 = 13 bits per subframe, or 4xl3 = 52 bits per frame.
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5"4 ShonÉ-6enme Excåtatiom

Figure 30 shows the waveiet transform of the short-term excitation (Figure 31) which is
generated by subtracting the long-term code from the n'ue excitation (Figure 26).The
short-term excitation consists of short, high-frequency bursts. The wavelet transform is
well known for its ability to efficiently represent such signals [4]. Compared to the time-
domain signal, the wavelet transform gives a much simpler representation (i.e. fewer of
tlhe components are large).

Wavelet Transform of stex.wav

t = 0.000 s t = 0.128 s

FIG{.JRE 30" Wavelettransform of the short-term excitation. The exciration (Figure 31) consists of many
short-time spikes and it is well-suited to compression in the wavelet domain.

128 ms

FIG{JRE 3X. Sirort+erm excitation (true excitæion - long-term codebook excitæion).
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5.4"Í. Codimg Élee Shonú-úenrsl Excitatio¡l

Two coefñcients per sub-frame seem to be adequate to account for the short-temr innova-
tion of the excitation. Figures 32a and 32b show the probability distribution of the second-
largest wavelet coefficient and the cumulative distribution of the five next largest coeffi-
cients, averaged over a database (Section 5.3.1) of excitation signals minus long-term
codes. Notice that the coefficient range is [-1,1]: the largest coeffîcient is used to nomral-
ize the magnitudes. The second-largest coeffîcient is almost always of nearly the same

magnitude as the largest coefficient, whereas the next five coefficients drop significantly
in magnitude. Of even less importance are the remaining coefficients.

oox
a) Second-largest

oo x
b) Five next largest

FIG{JRE 32. emgituOe probability_distributigns of the secondlargest (a) and the five next largest (b)
wavelet coefücieuts, where x is the coefficient value.

As with the absolute code gain, the distribution in Figure 32ais assumed to be even, and
four quantizaton levels (2 bits) are assigned non-uniformly to maximize the entropy of
the symbol distribution.

Only the 32 highest frequency wavelet coefficients (uppemrost band in Figure 31) are con-
sidered during coding; the first 32waveletcoefficients do not seem to be important for
maintaining reproduced speech quality. Also, since the long-term codebook accounts for
periodicity, accurate timing is not necessary for the short-term excitation. Consequently,
the 32 high-frequency coefficient indices are quantized to 16 indices (4 bits).

Four bits code the magnitude of ttre largest wavelet coefñcient in a manner similar to the
coding of the absolute code gain. One bit codes the sign of the largest coefficient. Four bits
code the positions of each of the two largest wavelet coefficients. Two bits code the rela-
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tive magnitude of the second largest coefficient. Therefore, the wavelet transform is coded
in 4+r+4+4+2 = 15 bits per subframe, or 4x15 = 60 bits per frame.

Figure 33 shows the short-term excitation and the coded short-term excitation. Although
most information is lost, the coded short-term excitation does account for spikes and some
of the second order effects (usually caused by damped oscillations in the vocal tract Il]).

128 ms

F'IGIJRE 33. shorr+erm excirarion (a) and the coded shorr-term excita¡ion (b).

5.5 ÐÍsc¿¡ssion of SynthesÍzed ExciûaÉion

Figure 34 shows the true excitation and the synthesized excitation for the phoneme /@/.
Innovation by the short-tenn excitation quickly allows the long-term codebook to account
for periodicity. The periodicity is well-modelled; however, ttre synthetic excitation does
not have the same envelope as the true excitation. This gives rise to a "roughening,, effect
in the synthesized speech. The sound level does not vary smoothly from one pitch period
to the next.

a)

b)
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a)

b)

128 ms

FIG{JR'E 34. Comparison of the t¡ue excitation (a) and the synthesized excitæion (b).

5.6 Bit Rate

Since 10th order linear predictive analysis is used, 10 vocal tract coefficients must be
transmitted for each frame. The partial correlation coeffrcients [1] are suitable for trans-
mission since they are bounded by the interval (-1, 1) in order to maintain stability and
since they show very low inter-parameter correlation. These PARCOR coefficients are
non-uniformly scalar quantized; the set of vocal tract parameters are coded in 34 bits.
Table 1 summa¡izes the allocation of bits per frame.

TABLE 1. Summary of birs rransmirted per CWELp frame

Linea¡ Prediction
Long-term Codebook

Short-term Coded Wavelet Transform

Number of Bits

34

4x13=52
4x15=60

Percentage

237o

36Va

41Vo
Total tdÃ L00?o

Since 146 bits a¡e transmitted per 256 sample frame, and since the input rate is 86t60 sam-
ples / second, the C'WELP vocoder has a bit rare of i46 x 80ffi I 256 =4563 bÍts/second.
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5"7 Coxmpnafatåomaü CoxnpåeNüty

For the purpose of comparing vocoder computational complexity, the analyzer is of prime
importance. The synthesizer usually requires a small fraction of the computation required
by the analyzer (often the difference is greater than an order of magnitude). Table 2 shows
the allocation of theoretical computation for the CWELP analyzer.

f',{tsÃ,E 2. Theoretical Computational complexity of
the CWELP analyzer

MIPSA Percentage

l0th order linear prediction
Inverse vocal tract filter
Long-term codebook search

Wavelet transforms (2)

0.4

0.08

1.M
0.12

25Vo

5Vo

637o

77o

Total L.& ltJÙVo

ffidered to be a multiply or a multi-
ply-and-accumulafe, for the purpose of calculating MIPS (Mil-
lion Instructions Per Second)

As with CELP, the majority of the analyzer's computation time is spent on codebook
searching. An exhaustive sea¡ch was used. The computation required by the long-term
codebook search could be reduced by using other methods.
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6.L Companison of tstt Rates

Table 3 gives a comparison between the bit rates for LPC (Section 4.4), CWELB and
CELP (Section 4.5). Both CWELP and CELP have double the bitrate of LPC due to the
excitation coding and transmission.

TABX,E 3. Comparison of bit rates

Bit Raæ (bits/sec)

LPC

CWELP
CELP

uw
4563

4800

6"2 Coxnpanisor¡ of Compuûationat Complexíty

One motivation behind the CWELP vocoder was to model more complicated excitations
without introducing much more computation than the LPC vocoder requires (Section 5.1).
At the same time, it was hoped that the CWELP vocoder's computational requirements
would be much less than the CELP vocoder's. Thble 4 gives a comparison benveen LpC,
CWELB and CELP.

TAELE 4. Comparison of compurational complexity

Theoretical MIPS Measu¡ed MIPS

LPC

CWELP

CELP

0.58

1.64

12.6

1.7

3.6

254

a- Thjs is rhe MIP rating of the DSp chip rhlar Campbell er- al. [2] imple_
mented their CELP vocoder on.
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Both the LPC and CWELP vocoders were implemented on an IBM PC-compatible
}0NfIIz 386; the algorithms did not run real-frme, but the measured computation rates
were adjusted to give the true rates:

Measured_Mlps _ (Coding-Time) (MIPS-Rating-of-pC)

f¡*ationoffltrc*oc"l
As expected, the cwELP vocoderrequires somewhat more computation than
much less than CELP.

6.3 Recognition Tests {Jsüng Éhe ISOLÐT'Ðatabase

Five female and five male speakers were selected from the ISOLET Database (see Appen-
dix D). One pronunciation of each letter of the alphabet was compiled for each speaker to
give a total of (5+5)x26 =260 test utterances. Although single-letter listening is not a
usual test for speech ssmpression schemes, this data was readily available and proved suc-
cessful at eliciting recognition mistakes. Other types of æsts used for vocoder compari-
sons are Dynastat's diagnostic rhyme test QRT) and diagnostic acceptability measure
(DAM) I1sl.

A total of lS3lutterances were read to two female and four male listeners. It was found
that 8000 sample / second 16-bit PCM recordings were accurarely identified 90Vo of the
time. That 1'0Vo of the uncompressed recordings were misidentified indicates that the data
set was noisy to begin with. Although this complicates the interpretation of the test results,
it is a realistic test set.

TAtsLE 5. Comparison of recognition rares

Percentage Correct Number of Tests

16-bit SkHz PCM
LPC

CWELP

CELP

907o

73Vo

767o

85Vo

JJJ

320
347
338

Table 5 shows that of the three vocoders CELP perforrned the best. CWELP appears to
have performed slightly better than LPC. However, the difference is not significant
enough to make a judgement as to which technique provides superior speech quality.

(21)

LPC but
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6.3. L Comunon &[is&a[<es

Tabie 6 shows the most common misidentifications and their percentage contribution to
the total number of misidentifications. T\e zlv misidentification was augmented because
the ISOLET database is American, whereas the listeners were Canadian -- they expected
"zedr" not"zee".

TAtsLE 6. Common mi sidentificæions

Percentage of Total Misidentifi cations

d, b, and e
sandf
z andv
na¡dm
Other

l6Vo

t0?o

8Vo

67o

60Vo

6"4 nr¡forx¡lal Senúence T'ests

Two females and two males recorded the sentence "The quick brown fox jumped over the
lazy dog's back." When randomly presented with the LPC and CWELP synthesized sen-
tences, listeners consistently chose the CWELP sentences as being of superior sound qual-
ity. CWElP-synthesized speech tends to be consistently noisy. LPC-synthesized speech is
mostly clear, but an occasional pure tone or misplaced unvoiced sound will occu¡, distract-
ing the listener. The listener can become used to the consistent noise of CWELB but is
more confused by the unpredictable LpC noise.

6"5 Non-lrunnan Speec[a Codång

In order to test the ability of the vocoder to reproduce sounds with extraordinarily com-
plex excitation, bat calls and whale calls were compressed. The original bandwidths of
80kHz and l0kHz respectively were reduced to  kÍlzby simply reinterpreting the sample
rate for the calls. Whereas ttre CWELP vocoder reproduced the bat calls and whale calls
reasonably accurately (to the human ear), the LPC vocoder could not reproduce the bat
calls at all and generated extremely mechanical-sounding whale call reproductions.

This experiment illustrates the abitity of the CWELP vocoder to correctly compress
sounds which have more complicated forms of excitation.
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The CWELP vocoder performs as expected; it is a compromise of speech quality and
computational complexity between the LPC vocoder and the CELP vocoder as shown in
Figure 35.

FIGLJR'E 35. quafative comparison between LPC, CWELB and CELP. 'Resources', refer to
computationaÌ complexity and bit rate.

Whether or not the CWELP compression scheme is of any use in the practical market can
be determined only by exhaustive experimentation. Popular coding methods such as

ADPCM, LPC, and CELP have been optimized and well-tested by thousands of research-
ers receiving support from the telecommunications industry.
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l,ow-level improvements such as delta-coding the vocal tract parameters and the wavelet
coefñcients would further reduce the CWELP bit rate.

Other DWT bases may lead to superior sound quatity. Indeed, another short-term excita-
tion coding scheme altogether may ouçerform the DVIT method. Another altemative for
coding the short-term excitation is to combine impulse coding and DV/T coding.

Further improvement could also be obtained by applying a weighting filter to the true
excitation before coding it. Such a weighting filter should emphasize excitation compo-
nents that arc crítical to the human ear after the vocal tractfrlter is applíed.

Regardless, at its simplest, the CTVELP vocoder performs well.
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TAtsX,E 7. Classification of English phonemes along wirh examples

Classification
Orthographic and Fhonetic
Representations Example

Vowels Front IY beet
I bir

e E bet
cp AE bat

Mid a A hot
ER bird

^
UH but

o ow bought
Back u OO boot

U U foot
O o bow

Diphthongs aI AI bav
oI OI boat
âU AU buy
eI EI how
oU oU hey
lu JU you

Semivowels Liquids w w walk
L lock

Ulldes r R rock
v Y yacht

Consonants Nasals m M rum
n N run
n NG rung

Stops Voiced b B bun
d D done
d
b G gun

Unvoiced p P pun
f T ton
k K come

Fricatives Voiced v V very
a TH this
z z zoo
zh ZH Jaque

Unvoiced f F ferry
0 THE thistle
s S sue
sh SH shack

A-ffricates tsh TSH witch
J DZH 

I
jack

Whisper h H hot
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Consider the following linear transform matrix:

cz cs

co cl

-co

-c2 ct -co

cl -cz
ct -co

This matrix has the form of two convolution transforrns with every other sample skipped.
The net effect is that two types of filtering operations occur. rf {c6, c1, c2, ca } form a
smoothing-type filter (like a lowpass filter), then {ca, -c2, c1, -cp} form a detail-type filter
(like a highpass filter).

This transform will be used to construct the wavelet Eansform, so it is desirable that it be
orthonormal (each row and column has a norm of unit¡ and the inner product of any two
rows or columns is zero). The norrrality condition requires

t'o+ rl+ rl+ t! = t e3)

Most of the rows and columns in Equation22 are explicitly orthogonal, but another
requirement results from the orthogonality condition:

cocz+crcr=0 @4)

Since there are four coefficients and only two restrictive equations above, the system still
has two degrees of freedom. Daubechies' filter coefficients are constructed by requiring
the detail filter to have a certain number of vanishing moments. Two degrees of freedom

(22)
:;ï]

,rrr:rl

co ct c2 c3

co ct

c2 cz

ca-c2cl

c
5̂
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can be removed by requiring the first two moments to be vanishing ("approximation con-
dition of order 2"):

cz- cz* ct- co = 0 (zs)

0.r- lcr+2cr-3co - 0 eÁ)

Equations 23 to 26give rise to the following Daubechies filter coefficients:

r- r-
c, = (3 + /3) /4Jz

f- t-
ct = (t _ /3) /4^lz 

(27)

These are the so-called DAUB4 filter coefficients. Higher order filters, such as the
DAUB2O filter, are constructed i¡ ¿ simil¿¡ manner, using higher order approximation
conditions (the number of vanishing moments is greater).

The discrete wavelet transform (DIVT) is obtained by hierarchically applying rhe wavelet
filter. First, the fllter is used to extract the finest detail via the detail filter. The remainder,
generated by the smooth filter consists of a lower-sampled version of the smooth part of
the input vector. When the wavelet filter is applied again to this smoothed vector, the
detail filter extracts lower-frequency detail, while the smooth filter generates a smooth-
smooth vector. In this \¡/ay, the DWT extracts high-frequency detail alt the way down to
low-frequency detail. The results of repetitive application of the wavelet frlter are shown
in Equation 28 on page 55. Notice that if the input vector is of size N, the first waveler fil-
ter is of size N x l/, the second filter is of size N/2 x N/2, thethird filter is of size N/4 x N/
4, and so on. The raised roman index in Equation 28 refers to the number of filters used to
obtain the coefficient. The oufput of the system consists of a hierarchy of detail coeffi-
cients, where the higher raised indices refer to courser detail. Also, two smooth coeffi-
cients are left (obviously, all of the smooth coefficients cannot be filtered away). These are
called the "mother-fu nction coefficients".

Since each filter coefficient is calculated using a fixed number of multiplications (four in
the DAUB4 case), the total number of multiplications is of order l/ + N/2 + N/++ l//g + ...
Consequently, the DWT is of orderl/.

Higher-order DWTs are obtained by satisfying the orthonorrnality and vanishing moment
conditions (analogous to Equations 23 to 26) to obtain the wavelet filter. Again, the filter
;ô ^--1:^J L:^-^-^L:^^Il-. ¿^ -^r^-^^ -t- - ñrrmrù 4ppuuu rrltr¡.1_lf/Ilu¿luy [u pgIruIIII utc lJw l.

co = (1+,,6) /41,

c2 = C¡ - ^61 /4lt
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For information on the theory and application of the DV/T see [16] and [7].
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Appenadåx cs &Kæ&&aeøxaæ6åas æff cåæssåeæå
fuåøaeæw Wwædåa6åøsa

Given samples of dau, x(k), the goat of classical linear prediction is to detennine a set of
coefficients &j,i = I , ..., p (where p is the predictor order) such that the series in Equation
29 is a good approximation to the data.

p

y(k) = \a,,x(k- j)
j=l

The Euclidean metric is used to define an approximation error as

¿' = Ð [x@) -y(k))2 _
k

where the sum should range over the porrion of the data for which most accurate linear
prediction is desired. The forrnal defïnition of classical linear prediction allows for any
appropriately large range for È by making the following qualification: the data series is
assumed to be stationary. This means that the local statistics of the data do not change with
index k; in other words, the local statistics are the s¿Lme as the global statistics. If we a¡e
interested in obtaining optimal linear prediction for a subset of the data series, then it
makes more sense to expect that the data is nonstationary, but restrict the range of summa-
tion so that optimal coefficients are obtained for the subset.

The error in Equation 30 is minimizedby setting òE/òu, = 0, Vi:

?['-,-,å 
a¡(k-r]

(2e)

(30)

,*!q = -+rtx(k)-y(Ðtfl= -?'þn,-,å *,.(k-i)].(fr-Ð = 0 (3r¡

Equation 31 simplifies to

\x(k)x(k - i)
k,å*[? 

x(k-i)x(k-Ð] = (32)
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The following definition separates out the statistical constants from this equadon:

0(,, i) 
ryoo 

- j)x(k - i)

These constants can be calculated from the data series. Equation 32 becomes

f crrQ(i,l) = O(i, 0)

j= 1

which isp equations inp unknowns. This equation may be solved using standard matrix
techniques once the statistical constants are calculated. However, by appropriately choos-
ing the index k over which the statistics are determined, various specialized techniques
exist [1]. The linear predictive techniques used in this thesis were developed by Burg and
are described in detail in [1] and [7].

(33)

(34)
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ffim6mbæse

This database was compiled by researchers at the Oregon Graduate Institute of Science
and Technology [17]. The names and add¡ess of the authors is

Ron Cole, Yeshwant Muthusamy, Mark Fanry
Deparrment of Computer Science and Engineering

Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and Technology
19600 N.W. Von Neumann Drive

Beaverton, OR 97006
E-mail: col@cse.ogi.edu

ISOLET consists of 7800 letters spoken in isolation by 150 speakers. Each speaker utrered
each letter of the alphabet twice. Data from all age groups was collected across Canada
and the United States.

Table 8 lists the speakers whose utterances were used in Chapter 6.

TABLE 8. tist of speaker's used in this thesis.

ISOLET X.D. Sex Age I-ocation

fbmc0
fet0

two
fth0
frw0
mjcl
mjpo
msaO

mteb0

mwr0

female

fem¡ìe
female
female
female
male

male

male

male

male

38

60

38

42

22

17

47

36
?)

58

Oregon

Florida
Oregon

Monfânâ

California
Oregon

New York

Oregon

Washington

Oregon

Data was recorded in a 15' by 15' tiled-floor room with standard office wall board and
drop ceiling. The analog signal from a Sennheiser HMD 224 noise-cancelling microphone
was lowpass filtered at7.6 kHz and then sampled at 16 kHz.

Since the compression schemes used in this paper required data sampled at 8 kIIz, the
ISOLET data were digrtally lowpass filtered at 3.8 kHz and then decimated by two.

The signal to noise ratio was calculated to be 31.5 dB with a standard deviation of 5.6 dB.
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